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Details of Visit:

Author: fraserlad
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 12 Mar 2018 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07808666199

The Premises:

Hotel in Warrington. Quite often used by escorts, loads of free parking and easy access to rooms
past reception. Reception area is busy as there is a Starbucks in it so loads of people milling in and
out.

The Lady:

Blonde athletic looking, roughly 5’7” in height although appeared taller due to wearing heels. Long
legs, smallish natural boobs. No tattoos or piercings. Facially quite attractive. Best description would
be Nordic looking. Dressed as requested in high heels and bare legs. 

The Story:

Came across this profile a few weeks ago and saw there was a couple of positive reviews
elsewhere. An opportunity to have a meet came up and so I fired off a text enquiring about seeing
her later that day. She got straight back and it was on. A couple of hours later I was parked up in
the carpark of a well known punting hotel in warrington. As I pulled up I got a text from her saying
she was ready. Went straight up, no problems with reception. The door opened and she’s very
pleasing on the eye. Figure wise she’s very much like her pics, quite tall in heels, slender with long
legs. She has no tattoos or piercings and wasn’t covered in layers of false tan. Her boobies are
probably a C cup and a perfect shape. Stood there in her heels she really is a sexy sight, she’s got
a fantastic natural athletic type body. All in all very attractive indeed. Facially she wasn’t quite what
I was expecting. I imagined her to be very glam looking, heavily made up but instead she’s very
natural looking with minimal makeup. Her hair is similar to her pics, blonde and perhaps slightly less
wavy. I wouldn’t say stunningly pretty but pretty all the same. Nordic looking would be a good
description.

I’d requested her to be bare legged and in killer heels and she was with little knickers and bra also.
She asked did I like what saw and I told her too right. She sauntered over and we kissed as we
stood in the middle of the room. It wasn’t no little peck either, it was proper DFK. I had my hands all
over her as she pulled me in hard. I decided to ask for a shower as it gave me a bit of time to get
grip on it all. I literally shed my clothes off right there in front of her, frantically pulling off my tee shirt
and jeans and quickly hopping in the bathroom. I came out drying my self off and she was laid on
the bed sprawled out waiting. Didn’t hang about and jumped straight in, we were immediately
romping around all over the duvet. In no time the heels bra and knickers were off and I was soon
down on her shaven pussy. She pulled her legs right back and I took that as a hint to lick her little
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bum hole. I spent a good time licking and fingering her bits and bobs. I didn’t stick a finger up her
bum so I’m not sure if that’s on the menu. We swapped around and she worked on my cock,
she’s very good and has skills. Her ball licking and sucking is particularly nice. Quite often I don’t
get any pleasure from that as they’re usually too heavy on sucking a ball into their mouth. She was
very gentle and it was nice and pleasurable. Good sloppy mouth and handwork, using both hands
at times. (Not one on top of the other, I wish). We moved round to 69 but I had to knock that on the
head in the end as I was very near to shooting my load.

Condom on she lowered herself on to me and off she went. Grinding and thrusting and non stop
snogging, she worked herself into a bit of mess and she was soon covered in a silky sheen of
sweat, her hair now all damp. We swapped about to me on top then into doggy where she seemed
to really like her arse slapped. She ended up back on top again and told me to spank her again as
she ploughed into me. Eventually we stopped for a break which was a good job too as I’m a one
shot wonder and I was nearing the boiling point. We had five minutes then it was on with a fresh
Johnny and back at it again. I didn’t last too long the second round, I really wanted to fuck her hard
and she seemed very receptive to a hard fucking. I knew I was nearing the splaff point and give it to
her as hard as I could spunking in her (condom). We had a Little chat and lounge over each other
after and she’s quietly spoken with a slight scouse accent. I actually thought she was foreign when
I first entered the room but to be fair we hardly spoke till after the main event and then I did detect
her Liverpool roots. I then had a shower and as I departed she gave me a deep french kiss goodbye
and I was on my way.

To sum up.

Probably one of the best GFE I’ve had in a long time. Good looking girl with fantastic body. Very
enthusiastic with lots of proper DFK. OWO, RO, 69, fingers, rimming on her, penetrative sex in
numerous positions. Comms were good and clear. Text, book, turn up. All within a couple of hours.

She’s expensive though, that said I came away well pleased.
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